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ABSTRACT 
Scientists and journalists strive to report numbers with high preci-
sion to keep readers well-informed. Our work investigates whether 
this practice can backfre due to the cognitive costs of processing 
multi-digit precise numbers. In a pre-registered randomized experi-
ment, we presented readers with several news stories containing 
numbers in either precise or round versions. We then measured 
their ability to approximately recall these numbers and make es-
timates based on what they read. Our results revealed a counter-
intuitive efect where reading round numbers helped people better 
approximate the precise values, while seeing precise numbers made 
them worse. We also conducted two surveys to elicit individual 
preferences for the ideal degree of rounding for numbers spanning 
seven orders of magnitude in various contexts. From the surveys, 
we found that people tended to prefer more precision when the 
rounding options contained only digits (e.g., "2,500,000") than when 
they contained modifer terms (e.g., "2.5 million"). We conclude with 
a discussion of how these fndings can be leveraged to enhance 
numeracy in digital content consumption. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The digital age has brought about a signifcant volume of informa-
tion which people access every day. According to a recent study, 
between 2016 and 2018, Americans on average consumed nearly 
8 hours of media per day from sources including television, social 
media apps, and web browsing [3]. An important skill in making 
sense of this information is numeracy, the ability to process basic 
numerical concepts [14]. Unfortunately, varying degrees of innu-
meracy pose difculties to both the producers and consumers of 
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numerical information [2, 11, 22, 38, 39]. Regarding this issue, we 
share the same perspective with [18] – that lack of numeracy is 
primarily due to the representation of the data, rather than the 
capability of the reader. As people turn increasingly towards dig-
ital information sources, the HCI community can play a role in 
ameliorating the difculties associated with numerical cognition, 
by building intelligent digital interfaces that automatically make 
numerical information easier to represent and understand. 

Recent HCI research on improving numerical and statistical com-
prehension has proposed a wide range of solutions, ranging from 
novel tools to large-scale empirical comparisons of information and 
visualization formats [10, 24, 28, 29, 41]. Prior work has utilized 
external artifacts, including new types of plots and personalized 
analogies, to help users better contextualize the numerical infor-
mation at hand. However, less attention has been paid to an even 
more fundamental question: how do number representations them-
selves impact people’s comprehension? In this work, we focus on 
two ways of representing numbers: the precise format (e.g., 3,792) 
and the round format (e.g, 4,000). Given that round numbers are 
easier to process [8, 48], but also inherently less precise [31], we 
are interested in the cognitive consequences, either positive or neg-
ative, of replacing precise numbers with rounded ones. Specifcally, 
can decreasing the precision of information shown to people in-
crease their accuracy on cognitive tasks, and if so, can we leverage 
these insights to build intelligent interfaces that automatically make 
digitized information easier to understand? 

In this work, we conducted three studies to investigate the efects 
of displaying round numbers and people’s preferences for seeing 
round numbers. First, in a large-scale pre-registered experiment, 
we tested whether showing people round numbers improves their 
performance in comprehension tasks. To do so, we randomized 
whether people saw precise or round versions of numbers in news 
stories, then measured their ability to recall those numbers and 
make estimates based on what they read. A key aspect of our ap-
proach is that we always measured accuracy based on the precise 
values (and not on their rounded versions), regardless of the condi-
tion people were assigned to. For example, if the precise version of an 
article contained the number 3,792 and the rounded version showed 
it as 4,000, then accuracy would be measured relative to 3,792 in 
both conditions. This put participants in the round condition at 
an apparent disadvantage because they were shown less precise 
information; however, we found that the benefts of seeing round 
numbers outweigh the costs: people who saw rounded versions of 
numbers were more than 20 percentage points more likely to recall 
numbers close to the precise values in the articles, compared to 
those who actually saw the precise values. 

Having demonstrated the benefts of showing round numbers, CHI ’22, April 29-May 5, 2022, New Orleans, LA, USA 
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contexts. In both of these studies, we showed people example news 
quotes with precise numbers and asked them to evaluate the bal-
ance of precision and readability of all possible rounding options 
for those numbers. In one version of the survey, when showing 
numbers in the millions and billions we used written modifers (e.g., 
"58.4 million"), whereas in the other version we used only digits 
without any modifer words (e.g., "58,400,000"). We found that, when 
shown modifers, people generally preferred to see numbers ex-
pressed with two to three non-zero leading digits, regardless of the 
magnitude of the number. Interestingly, however, this preference 
changed when people were shown the digit-only representations, 
in which case they preferred to see more non-zero leading digits as 
the magnitude of the number increases. 

In the remainder of the paper, we provide a summary of our 
literature review on related topics, followed by detailed descriptions, 
results and discussions of each experiment and survey. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Round numbers are conventionally defned in terms of their di-
visibility properties. Dehaene and Mehler [16] described round 
numbers as either multiples of 10 or integer divisors of 60, while 
Jansen and Pollmann [26] examined whether a number can be ex-
pressed as a single digit multiple of 10n , 2 × 10n or 5 × 10n - the 
more of these properties a number has, the rounder it is. Alterna-
tively, Krifka [31] suggested that roundness is dependent not only 
on a number’s mathematical attributes, but also on the scale of 
granularity in consideration. For instance, when referring to time, 
2:45 may be considered rounder than 2:40 because 15-minute units 
are more commonly used in time measurement than 5-minute units. 
In the scope of this work, we will focus on numerical values that 
are frequently encountered in daily news and readings (e.g., stock 
price, population count, infation rate), whose roundness property 
is more aligned with the power-of-ten interpretation by [26]. 

To summarize existing work on round numbers, we start by 
describing theories and empirical fndings around the efects they 
are known to induce. Then we outline conventions around rounding 
numbers in diferent contexts. Finally, we review prior tools that 
assist with number comprehension to better understand the design 
and usability aspects that may emerge. 

2.1 Efects of round numbers 
Studies in communication have shown that, across several lan-
guages and contexts, round numbers are used much more frequently 
than non-round numbers of similar magnitudes [16, 23, 26]. A com-
mon explanation for this phenomenon involves the Relevance The-
ory [46], which posits that human cognition tends to be geared 
towards maximum relevance. Here relevance is determined in terms 
of cognitive beneft and processing efort; highly relevant informa-
tion should provide positive cognitive efects while requiring low 
processing cost. In this view, round numbers have the potential to be 
relevant, given that they can convey roughly the same information 
as their precise counterparts while being easier to process [49]. 

Several studies have investigated Relevance Theory and its im-
plications on round numbers, in the context of time information 
exchange [19, 45, 49]. An example fnding from such studies is that, 
when asked about time, people tend to provide rounded answers 

to the nearest 5-minute or 15-minute unit, even when they have 
a digital watch that displays the exact time, in order to produce 
the more relevant utterance and reduce the inquirer’s processing 
efort [49]. These results are extended by Solt and colleagues [45], 
who demonstrated that the round answer time formats are indeed 
more benefcial to the information receiver. In their study, partic-
ipants who worked with round clock times demonstrated better 
and faster recall and manipulation of these time values than those 
who worked with the precise times. 

A future work direction which Solt et al. proposed [45], and 
which we address in our study, is whether this fnding generalizes 
to numerical information beyond clock times. To the best of our 
knowledge, there has been limited research in this area. The most 
related study was conducted by [33], in which participants were 
given addition problems of the form “current assets + noncurrent 
assets = total assets” and were told they would be tested on their 
memory of the total assets. The total assets were fve-digit num-
bers that were displayed in either round format (with two digits 
followed by three zeros) or non-round format (with two digits fol-
lowed by three non-zero digits). Participants completed a 90-second 
distraction task and were then given 90 seconds to write down all 
the sums they could recall. In addition, they were asked to iden-
tify, among a list of given numbers, which number was also a sum 
that they encountered initially, as a test of recognition. Study re-
sults showed that the round format aided recall and recognition 
better than the precise format. While this fnding is encouraging, 
it is unclear whether the benefts seen from rounding in this set-
ting (abstract math problems where one is instructed to memorize 
numbers) transfer to more realistic settings (e.g., news stories that 
contain a host of numbers, without any instructions to explicitly 
memorize them). Likewise, it is unclear how these efects extend to 
estimation problems, where one not only recalls certain numbers 
but also manipulates them to perform a calculation. 

Although round numbers are preferred in common situations 
due to people’s fuency with them [26], they tend to be avoided 
in unfamiliar scenarios – a phenomenon called the illusion of lie 
efect [17]. This efect is due to the perception that the likelihood of 
being able to precisely measure an unfamiliar quantity with round 
numbers, which are already ubiquitous in daily life, is extremely 
low. For instance, when an expedition team measured Mt Everest’s 
height to be at exactly 29,000 ft, they opted to report it as 29,002 ft 
to avoid doubt that their measurement was rounded [1]. Likewise, 
prior studies have shown that people avoided using round numbers 
when estimating seemingly random quantities, such as the winning 
lottery ticket [47] or the worldwide panda population [17]. While 
this phenomenon is not the focus of our research, it may potentially 
infuence the interpretation of our results, as we will discuss later. 

2.2 Number rounding conventions 
Conventions in number rounding often revolve around the notion 
of signifcant fgures, which denote the digits that are reliable and 
necessary to indicate a particular quantity. While several factors 
come into play when deciding whether a digit is signifcant (e.g., 
the measurement resolution, the digit’s location, whether it is zero), 
the general consensus is that one should not report more signifcant 
digits than warranted, i.e., more precision isn’t always desirable. 
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For instance, several publication guidelines, such as the American 
Psychological Association [5], Academy of Management [36], and 
European Association of Science Editors [37], recommend round-
ing results to two or three signifcant digits. Statisticians have also 
argued that reporting more digits than what the data support can re-
sult in the precision fallacy that leads to a tendency to over-interpret 
one’s fndings [9, 13, 21, 35]. 

At the same time, the above guidelines and heuristics apply 
mostly to numbers with decimal digits in scientifc writing. In more 
casual contexts (e.g., news reports), care should be taken to main-
tain a balance between readability and precision. The handbook for 
journalists by Livingston and Voakes [32] introduced some rough 
rounding suggestions – such as preserving at most one decimal 
value for numbers with decimals, and two or three leading signif-
cant digits for integers – while acknowledging that "there are no 
hard and fast rules." On the other hand, Ehrenberg [18] provided a 
stronger argument for rounding to two efective digits, based on 
the notion that only two-digit numbers can be reliably retained in 
memory under cognitive interruptions [43, p.40], and that precision 
beyond three efective digits rarely matters; however, the author 
ofered no empirical evidence for their guidelines. 

Our research seeks to address this gap by exploring the trade-of 
between readability and precision through empirical studies. While 
it may seem obvious that round numbers should be easier to recall 
than precise ones, here our primary contribution is investigating 
whether presenting less precise numbers can, perhaps counter-
intuitively, lead to more precise answers. 

2.3 Tools that assist with numerical 
comprehension 

While not related to number rounding specifcally, many tools de-
veloped by the HCI community have addressed the more general 
topic of enhancing numerical comprehension for laypeople. As 
an example, Hullman and colleagues [24] developed re-expression 
tools that implement strategies to help people better understand 
physical measurements that appear in news stories and data re-
ports (e.g., 7,700 pounds is "about the weight of a car"). The two 
primary components of their tools include i) a database of familiar 
objects that can be employed in the re-expressions, and ii) an ob-
jective function to select the most efective re-expression objects. 
The tools were deployed as web-based applications that present the 
re-expressions in a pop-up view when the user clicks on a measure-
ment within an article page. Evaluation studies showed that the 
tools were considered helpful based on survey ratings, although 
viewing the re-expressions did not reliably lead to more accurate 
measurement estimations, which may be due to the efort needed 
to interpret such re-expressions. 

In another line of work, Riederer, Hofman, and Goldstein [41] 
used perspective sentences that employ ratios, ranks, or unit changes 
to contextualize unfamiliar numbers, with a focus on the area and 
population of geographic entities (e.g., re-expressing 251,827 square 
miles as "about the size of Texas"). This work extended prior per-
spective generation tools [6, 12, 28] by examining people’s compre-
hension of, rather than preference for, diferent types of perspec-
tives. Through evaluation of several perspective generation policies 
(e.g., one policy focuses on minimizing the objective estimation 

error, while the other on personalizing to the user’s background), 
the authors found that seeing perspectives from any policy led to 
signifcantly lower estimation error, in both the short term and 
long term, than not seeing any perspectives. The perspective mod-
els from [41] have been deployed in platforms including the Bing 
search engine, where it improves instant answers to queries with 
numerical results, as well as Microsoft PowerPoint and Word, where 
it provides authors with suggestions that help their readers better 
understand numbers in documents. 

Looking over the literature, we see that improving numerical 
comprehension has been a goal of many authors in HCI. One means 
of aiding people is via technologies that make numbers easier to 
visualize or reason about analogically through external stimuli. 
In this work, we instead explore making changes to the numbers 
themselves. Unlike interventions that improve cognition by pre-
senting values in ways that are mathematically equivalent but 
psychologically diferent [11, 20], the act of rounding introduces 
error. Compared to seeing precise values, the error introduced by 
rounding could make it more difcult to approximately recall and 
estimate precise values. In what follows, we shall check whether 
this turns out to be the case. 

3 EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECTS OF SEEING 
ROUNDED NUMBERS ON RECALL AND 
ESTIMATION 

In this pre-registered experiment1, we are interested in the efects 
of showing round versus precise numbers on people’s ability to 
approximately recall numbers and to make estimates based on 
them. Specifcally, we asked people to read news articles containing 
numbers and manipulated whether they saw the original, precise 
versions (with no trailing zeros) or rounded versions (rounded to 
one leading digit, which we will defne shortly) of those numbers. 
We refer to the former as the Precise condition and the latter as the 
Round condition. Our research questions are as follows: 
RQ1: When people attempt to recall rounded versions of precise 

numbers, are their responses more likely to be near the precise 
numbers, compared to people who attempt to recall the precise 
numbers themselves? 

RQ2: Does seeing rounded numbers help people make approximately 
correct estimates, compared to seeing the precise values? 

In examining these questions, we are asking if one can increase 
accuracy on recall and estimation tasks by decreasing the precision 
of the numbers that people are shown. Because there are multiple 
ways to defne the precision of a number, a small clarifcation in 
terminology is merited. In a number, we denote the leading digits to 
be those that are not trailing zeros. For example, 1,200 would have 
two leading digits, while 1,030 would have three. We chose leading 
digits as our principle metric for precision over related concepts 
because we are interested in how the appearance of numbers afects 
cognition. One can easily perceive the number of leading digits 
in a number, even when the number of digits it has been rounded 
to is ambiguous. For example, 5,000 clearly has one leading digit 
(5), but could be the result of rounding a precise number to the 
nearest 1,000, 100, or 10, which cannot be disambiguated without 

1https://aspredicted.org/ng7qa.pdf 
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additional context. We also note that leading digits are not the 
same as signifcant digits, whose designation takes into account 
measurement resolution and other factors outside the focus of our 
studies. 

3.1 Study Design and Participants 
We recruited 1,300 participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk plat-
form [34] to obtain 95% power in detecting a 10 percentage point 
diference with a 5% false positive rate, based on results of prior 
pilot studies. Participants were required to live in the U.S., have 
completed at least 100 Mechanical Turk tasks on the platform, and 
have a high approval rate on previous tasks (≥ 99%). In addition, 
they must not have completed any prior pilot study on the same 
subject. They received $1.50 compensation upon completion of the 
experiment. 

Participants were randomly assigned to either the Precise condi-
tion or the Round condition. Before seeing any stimuli, participants 
were told that they would be shown a few news articles and asked 
questions about them; no special mention was made of the fact that 
they contained numbers, and no indication of the type of questions 
they would be asked was provided2. After confrming that they 
understood these instructions, participants were shown three news 
article snippets, where each snippet contained two focal numbers. 
The articles in the two conditions difered only in how the focal 
numbers were represented (Figure 1). In the Precise condition, the 
focal numbers were shown in precise format, with no trailing zeros 
(e.g., 41, 282). In the Round condition, the same focal numbers were 
rounded to one leading digit (e.g., 40, 000). In total there were three 
sentences containing six focal numbers; each sentence belonged 
to a separate article snippet and was highlighted in the same man-
ner as in Figure 1. We have used this highlighting strategy in past 
work [6] and found it to be helpful in focusing people’s attention; 
without the highlight we would expect lower performance overall, 
but would not expect a diferential efect between the randomly-
assigned round and precise conditions. 

The highlighted sentences are listed as follows, with values that 
participants in the Precise condition saw inline and values that 
participants in the round condition saw in parentheses: 

(1) Among the admitted students were 28,752 (30,000) transfer 
students who were ofered spots at U.C campuses, out of 
41,282 (40,000) applicants [15]. 

(2) By 2000, the number of Honduran immigrants in the United 
States, mostly without proper visas, was 282,852 (300,000) 
and it now stands at 487,745 (500,000) according to a Migra-
tion Policy Institute report [4]. 

(3) Of the 40,108 (40,000) square feet the Frick wants to add, 
only 3,792 (4,000) of it would be for showing art [30]. 

The snippets used in our study were sampled from a wide range 
of articles published in the New York Times3 and selected based on 
two criteria: each should have two numbers in a focal sentence, and 
the three articles should cover diferent number magnitudes. They 
were presented in a fxed order, as listed above, so as to maintain a 

2The full set of stimuli shown to participants in this experiment is included in the 
supplementary fle experiment1_content.pdf. 
3https://www.nytimes.com/ 

consistent time gap between the reading task and the subsequent 
cognitive tasks for each article. 

Next, participants were asked to recall the six focal numbers 
from the snippets (Figure 2). We coded each response as approx-
imately correct if it was within 10% of the precise version of the 
number, as per our pre-registration plan. For example, if the precise 
number was 41,282, any answer within 10% of this number (from 
37,153 to 45,410) would be coded as approximately correct. This cri-
terion applied to both conditions, putting participants in the Round 
condition at a disadvantage as they never saw 41,282, but only its 
rounded version, 40,000. We have adjusted the values of the focal 
numbers in the above articles so that all the rounded numbers were 
within 10% of their precise counterparts; in this way, participants 
in the Round condition could still be approximately correct if their 
recall responses were close to the round numbers they saw. 

For each of the three snippets, participants were then asked to 
estimate a new number based on their memory of the focal numbers 
they read (Figure 3). Our goal was to see which number format 
would be easier to work with mentally, i.e., whether it is easier to 
perform calculations with numbers recalled from the round or pre-
cise formats. Similar to the recall task, we coded each response as 
approximately correct if it was within 10% of the answer one would 
calculate from the precise version of the focal numbers. For example, 
the task in Figure 3 involved estimating 28,752 as a percentage of 
41,282 for those in the Precise condition. Answers within 10% of the 
ground truth value (69.65%) were coded as approximately correct. 
This criterion applied to both conditions, despite participants in the 
Round condition never having seen 28,752 and 41,282 and having 
seen 30,000 and 40,000 instead. As with the recall task, this criterion 
intentionally puts the Round condition at a disadvantage to provide 
for a more conservative test. Our adjusted focal numbers also en-
sured that the estimation values derived from the round numbers 
were all within 10% of those derived from the precise numbers. 

To deter participants from cheating (e.g., recording the given 
numbers, searching for them online) or producing undesirable re-
sponses, we pre-registered and implemented two exclusion mecha-
nisms. The frst was an attention check question where participants 
read the experiment instructions and checked the options that cor-
rectly described what they should and should not do (Figure 4). 
Out of the fve given options, only four should have been checked. 
Participants were given up to two chances to check the correct 
set of options; those who failed both times were excluded from 
our analysis. The second mechanism was a recall question that in-
volved a large, precise number – the total population of California 
(39,613,493 people), shown at the end of one of the three snippets 
(see Figure 1 where this number was presented in precise format 
in both conditions). We excluded participants who recalled this 
number exactly as it was presented, on the grounds that they either 
cheated or had exceedingly good recall abilities (i.e., were outliers). 
In total, we excluded 204 participants based on the frst mechanism, 
44 based on the second mechanism, and an additional 5 who entered 
invalid study completion codes; however, these participants were 
still compensated at the normal rate for their work. Our fnal sam-
ple consists of 1047 participants, with 547 in the Precise condition 
and 500 in the Round condition. 

https://www.nytimes.com/
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Figure 1: A news article snippet [15] in the reading task for the Precise condition (left) and Round condition (right). The focal 
numbers are included in the bolded sentences. 

This is a psychology experiment. We are interested in how people 
think. You are not being paid based on the correctness of your 
answers. You are supposed to take your best guesses when answer-
ing questions. Please do not look up information on the internet. 
Please do all work in your head. Please do not write anything 
down. 

Based on the paragraph above, please check all statements that 
apply. 

□ This study is a psychology experiment and I’m not being 
paid based on the correctness of my answers. 

□ I’m supposed to take my best guesses. 
□ I’m not supposed to look up answers on the internet. 
□ I’m supposed to type random answers, not my best guesses. 
□ I’m supposed to work from information in my head and not 

record or write down any information I see. 

Figure 4: The attention check question, with one incorrect 
option "I’m supposed to type random answers, not my best 
guess." 

3.2 Results 
Following our pre-registration, we frst report the results of our 
main research questions, which involve the recall and estimation ac-
curacy of participants in each condition. Then we present a number 
of secondary analyses to better understand behavioral diferences 
between those who were shown either precise or round numbers. 

3.2.1 When people atempt to recall rounded versions of precise 
numbers, are their responses more likely to be near the precise num-
bers, compared to people who atempt to recall the precise numbers 
themselves? Looking at the proportion of approximately correct 
answers (those within 10% of the precise value) across all six recall 
tasks (Figure 5, left), we see a large and statistically signifcant bene-
ft from displaying round numbers: fewer than 50% of all responses 
in the Precise condition were approximately correct, compared to 
almost 70% in the Round condition (p̂precise = 0.49 vs. p̂round = 0.68; 
Z = 265.36,p < .001, 95% CI (−0.21, −0.16) in a two-sided propor-
tion test). Within each individual recall task (one task for each focal 

Figure 2: A recall task based on the news article snippet in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 3: An estimation task based on the news article snip-
pet in Figure 1. 
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number), we observed a similar pattern, where participants in the 
Precise condition were about 20 percentage points less likely to 
provide an approximately correct response, compared to those in 
the Round condition (Figure 5, right). 

Secondary analyses. Our primary research question concerned 
how often people are approximately correct when presented with 
precise or rounded numbers. While computing the approximately 
correct proportions allows for a straightforward comparison be-
tween conditions, an analysis of the full error distribution can 
further reveal how often errors of various magnitudes are made in 
each condition. Figure 6 shows, for the Precise and Round condition, 
the distribution of recall error percentages computed relative to 
the precise values. For example, a response of 1,500 compared to a 
precise value of 1,000 would constitute a 50% error. The leftmost 
bars in each panel correspond to errors of less than 10% and thus 
report the same "approximately correct" proportions shown earlier 
in the left panel of Figure 5. At the same time, looking at the bars 
that correspond to other error margins, we observed lower values 
for nine out of ten bars in the Round condition. In other words, 
people presented with round numbers were less likely to make er-
rors at nearly all of the margins shown, not just at the 10% margin. 
Even for the most extreme case (error margins of at least 100%, 
corresponding to the rightmost bars), participants in the Round 
condition were 50% less likely to fall into this case than those in 
the Precise condition. Interestingly, we observed a slight increase 
in the frequency of recall errors at the 90-100% margin, compared 
to the other error margins beyond 10%. Upon closer inspection 
of the responses in this error category, we found that they were 
mostly correct in the frst digit but underestimated the target num-
ber length (e.g., recalling 40,108 as 4,000). Likewise, responses at an 
error margin above 100% were mostly due to their overestimation 
of the target number length (e.g., recalling 40,108 as 400,000). 

In another secondary analysis, we considered the time taken 
across all the recall tasks in each condition. A Wilcoxon signed 
rank test showed a small but statistically signifcant efect on the 
total recall time, W = 157, 500, p < .001, where those in the Precise 
condition (median = 70 seconds) took more time than those in the 
Round condition (median = 62 seconds). 

3.2.2 Does seeing rounded numbers help people make approxi-
mately correct estimates, compared to seeing the precise values? We 
computed the proportion of approximately correct answers across 
all estimation items and participants in each condition. A two-
sided proportion test showed a large and statistically signifcant 
efect on the approximately correct proportion, Z = 339.43, p < 
.001, 95% CI (−0.36, −0.29), with the Round condition leading to 
more than twice the rate of approximately correct estimates com-
pared to the Precise condition (p̂round = 0.60 vs. p̂precise = 0.27). 
A similar pattern was observed within each individual estimation 
task, where participants in the Round condition were about 15-45 
percentage points more likely to make an approximately correct 
estimation than those in the Precise condition (Figure 7). 

Secondary analyses. To better understand the diference in the 
quality of estimates across conditions, we looked at the consis-
tency between the values people recalled and the estimates they 
made. In particular, we compared the recall-estimate consistency 

(i.e., whether the participant’s estimation response could be recon-
structed from their recalled responses) between the two conditions. 
As an example, based on the article snippet in Figure 1, our recall 
tasks involved recalling the number of transfer applicants (41,282) 
and number of admitted students (28,752) to the University of Cali-
fornia system, while the estimation task involved estimating the 
percentage of accepted transfer students (69.65%). In this case, we 
could compare a participant’s reported estimate (i.e., their response 
to the estimation task) to their implied estimate (i.e., the calculation 
result based on their responses to the recall tasks). If these values 
are equal, a participant is considered consistent in their recall and 
estimation; that is, they did not make any calculation errors while 
using the recalled numbers to make their estimate. As shown in 
Figure 8, participants in the Precise condition were about 40-55 
percentage points less likely to be consistent than those in the 
Round condition. In other words, we found that round numbers 
led to higher accuracy in both recall and calculation, which then 
contributed to better estimation performance by participants in the 
Round condition. The same pattern holds if we look at approximate 
instead of exact agreement between recalled and estimated values 
(i.e., whether the implied estimate is within 10% of the reported 
estimate)4. 

Additionally, we considered the time taken across all the estima-
tion tasks in each condition. A Wilcoxon signed rank test showed 
a small but statistically signifcant efect on the total estimation 
time, W = 146, 407, p = .048, where those in the Precise condition 
(median = 47 seconds) took more time than those in the Round 
condition (median = 44 seconds). 

While this experiment reveals that rounding numbers has clear 
benefts on readers’ numerical comprehension, it leaves open the 
question about readers’ preferences for seeing round versus precise 
numbers. We designed our second and third studies to survey people 
on their preferences for when rounding is appropriate and what 
degree of rounding is preferred across a range of magnitudes and 
contexts. 

4 SURVEY 1: PREFERENCE FOR ROUNDING 
DEGREE 

This survey consisted of a series of tasks where we showed people 
hypothetical news quotes that contained a precise number and 
asked them to rate several rounded versions of the number, ranging 
from preserving full precision to fully rounding it (i.e., rounding to 
one leading digit). Across the tasks, we varied the context in which 
the number appeared (referring to either money, population, or 
distance) as well as the length (magnitude) of the number, ranging 
from thousands to billions. Our research questions are as follows. 
RQ3: What degree of rounding is considered acceptable for numbers 

of diferent magnitudes and in diferent contexts? 
RQ4: What is the smallest number of leading digits that is considered 

acceptable for numbers of diferent magnitudes? 

4.1 Study Design and Participants 
We recruited 80 workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform 
[34] to participate in the study, in exchange for $2 compensation 

4See the graph approx_recall_estimate_consistent.png in the supplementary 
materials. 
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Figure 5: Recall accuracy relative to precise values, across all tasks (left) and in each individual task (right). Error bars denote 
one standard error. 

Figure 6: Distribution of percent error in recalling precise values by condition. Bins labeled with intervals are left inclusive 
and right exclusive. 

upon completion. Participants were required to live in the U.S., be 
classifed as a Master Worker on the platform, have completed at 
least 100 Mechanical Turk tasks, and have high approval rate on 
previous tasks (≥ 99%). 

Each participant completed a survey with 15 tasks. The interface 
for each task is as depicted in Figure 9, where participants were 
asked to provide rounding suggestions for a given number to a 
hypothetical newspaper editor, by rating each rounding option as 
either "Too precise," "Looks good" or "Too round." We display short 
explanations below each option (e.g., "Too precise" is explained 
as "few readers would want this much precision") to clarify the 

rating criteria. We also include a reminder that the participant’s 
selections should be sensible, i.e., no answer should be to the left 
of the answer above it. For example, if they rated rounding to four 
leading digits as "Looks good," then any option that corresponds to 
more rounding should only be rated as either "Looks good" or "Too 
round," not "Too precise." This constraint was not enforced in the 
rating interface, but was used afterwards to identify low-quality 
responses and eliminate participants, as we discuss below. 

For each participant we generate 15 artifcial news quotes based 
on the following procedure. First, each quote comes from one of 
three templates, as listed in Table 1. We use each template fve times, 
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Figure 7: Estimation accuracy across all tasks (left) and in each individual task (right). Error bars denote one standard error. 

Figure 8: Percentage of responses that are consistent with recalled values. Error bars denote one standard error. 

so that each participant sees fve quotes about money, fve about 
people, and fve about distance. To fll in the number in each quote, 
we frst randomly select the two leading digits for each number, 
out of a total of 90 possible combinations of two leading digits – 
from 10 to 99. Then we assign each of these an order of magnitude, 
taking three samples at each of fve diferent levels (4 digits, 6 digits, 
7 digits, 8 digits, or 10 digits). We selected these thresholds to cover 
a wide range of number magnitudes, with the assumption that the 
missing thresholds (5 digits and 9 digits) can be interpolated from 
our results. Once the two leading digits and order of magnitude 
for each number have been determined, we sample the remaining 
digits uniformly at random between 1 and 9, thus forming a precise 
value for each number shown in the quote. We display these quotes 
in a randomized order to participants as Tasks 1 through 15. Within 

each Task, all possible rounding options for the given number are 
then generated and ordered from the lowest to the highest degree 
of rounding, as seen in Figure 9. If the given number is at least a 
million, we include the appropriate modifer term in each rounding 
option (e.g., "million," "billion"), to be consistent with how large 
numbers are typically reported in the news [40]. 

To ensure quality responses, we excluded eight participants who 
had fewer than 80% (12 out of 15) sensible task responses; however, 
these participants were still compensated at the normal rate for 
their work. Our fnal sample includes 72 participants, who provided 
1062 sensible task responses in total. 
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Figure 9: Screenshot of a task in the rating interface of Survey 1. 

Table 1: The template sentences used in the survey and 
their corresponding contexts. The dashed portion indicates 
where a randomly generated number is to be flled in. 

Context Template sentence 
Money In a recent report, the hospital group disclosed that 

it spent $_____ on healthcare equipment. 
People DNA evidence suggests that throughout history, 

_____ people have been afected by the disease. 
Size Astronomers have recently discovered a similar 

celestial body with a diameter of _____ miles. 

4.2 Results 
Here we use the term full number length to refer to the length of 
the given number in a task (which is either 4, 6, 7, 8, or 10 digits), 
and the term acceptable to refer to the rounding options rated as 
"Looks good." 

4.2.1 What degree of rounding is considered acceptable for numbers 
of diferent magnitudes and in diferent contexts? Figure 10 depicts 
the percentage of participants who rated each rounding option (rep-
resented by their leading digit count) as acceptable. We observed 
a consistent pattern across diferent number magnitudes (i.e., dif-
ferent line graphs), where about 80% of participants considered 
preserving two or three leading digits as acceptable. In addition, 

about 60% of participants rated four leading digits as acceptable 
when the full number length was four (in other words, they pre-
ferred that four-digit numbers are not rounded at all), but this 
percentage dropped sharply for longer numbers. Finally, the line 
graphs look very similar across the three contexts, suggesting that 
these contexts had little efect on people’s rounding preferences. 

4.2.2 What is the smallest number of leading digits that is considered 
acceptable for numbers of diferent magnitudes? For each partici-
pant and in each task, we identifed the highest degree of rounding 
rated as "Looks good" by them and recorded the minimum accept-
able leading digit count5 of this rounding option. For example, in 
Figure 9, if a participant rates the second-to-last option "about 5.3 
million" as "Looks good" and the last option "about 5 million" as 
"Too round," then "5.3 million" represents the highest degree of 
rounding acceptable to that participant, which corresponds to a 
minimum acceptable leading digit count of two. Based on this def-
inition, we plotted the average minimum acceptable leading digit 
count at each full number length in Figure 11. Here we observed 
that people were comfortable with rounding to two or three leading 
digits, even as the full number lengths varied from four to ten. In 
addition, it appears that people may have diferent preferences for 
numbers when they were expressed as digits only (the leftmost 
two points on the graph, representing four- and six-digit numbers) 
versus when a modifer like "million" and "billion" was used (the 

5As a reminder, we denote the leading digits to be those that are not trailing zeros. 
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Figure 10: Percentages of "Looks good" ratings across diferent full number lengths and contexts. 

rightmost three points, representing seven-, eight-, and ten-digit 
numbers). When only digits were present, we saw that the minimum 
number of acceptable leading digits increased with the magnitude 
of the number (for four-digit numbers, at least two leading digits 
were deemed acceptable, whereas for six-digit numbers, at least 
three leading digits were deemed acceptable, on average). When 
"million" or "billion" was used, however, at least two leading digits 
were found to be acceptable across a range of full number lengths. 

Based on the above results, we were interested in why people 
largely converged on rating two or three leading digits as the high-
est acceptable degree of rounding, regardless of the given number 
magnitudes. One hypothesis is that for long numbers (e.g., 5,252,454) 
people considered the rounded options such as "5.25 million" and 
"5.3 million" acceptable because they treated the thousandth and 
subsequent digits as insignifcant. That is, they are used to seeing 
only one or two digits after the decimal point. The follow-up ques-
tion, then, is whether this perception persists if we fully write out 
the rounding options, without any decimal point or modifer term 
(e.g., "5,250,000" instead of "5.25 million"). We conducted a second 
survey to examine this question. 

5 SURVEY 2: PREFERENCE FOR ROUNDING 
DEGREE (WITHOUT DECIMALS OR 
MODIFIERS) 

The setting for this survey was mostly similar to that for Survey 
1, where we asked participants to rate diferent rounding options 
of a given number presented in a template sentence. A notable 
diference was that the decimal points and modifer terms ("million" 
and "billion") were no longer present in the rounding options. We 
examined the same research questions as we did previously: 

RQ3’: What degree of rounding is considered acceptable for numbers 
of diferent magnitudes and in diferent contexts? 

RQ4’: What is the smallest number of leading digits that is considered 
acceptable for numbers of diferent magnitudes? 

5.1 Study Design and Participants 
We recruited 234 workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform 
[34] with similar qualifcations as in Survey 1: participants needed 
to be Masters Workers who live in the U.S., have completed at least 
100 Mechanical Turk tasks, and have high approval rate on previous 
tasks (≥ 99%). In addition, they must not have completed Survey 1. 

Each participant completed a survey with 15 tasks in the same 
manner as in Survey 1, for a compensation of $2. The tasks with 
four- or six-digit numbers were identical to those in the previous 
survey, while the tasks with longer numbers include rounding 
options that are fully expressed in digits with trailing zeros. For 
example, the option "about 5.2525 million" in Survey 1 (Figure 9) is 
translated to "about 5,252,500" in Survey 2. We used a larger sample 
of participants in Survey 2 and preserved the questions about four-
and six-digit numbers to better highlight both the similarities and 
diferences in fndings from the two surveys. 

Following our quality check, we excluded 19 participants who 
had fewer than 80% (12 out of 15) sensible task responses; however, 
these participants were still compensated at the normal rate for their 
work. Our fnal sample includes 215 participants, who provided 
3177 sensible task responses in total. 

5.2 Results 
5.2.1 What degree of rounding is considered acceptable for numbers 
of diferent magnitudes and in diferent contexts? Figure 12 depicts 
the percentage of participants who rated each rounding option 
(represented by its leading digit count) as acceptable. In contrast to 
Figure 10 from Survey 1, there was no longer a convergence in the 
acceptable ratings at two and three leading digits; instead, as the 
full number lengths increased, people tended to only rate options 
with more precision as acceptable. Across the three contexts, the 
line graphs remain similar, indicating that the contexts (money, 
people, or size) again had little efect here. 

5.2.2 What is the smallest number of leading digits that is considered 
acceptable for numbers of diferent magnitudes? Figure 13 depicts 
the distribution of the minimum acceptable leading digit count at 
each full number length. We observed that, in this survey, the 
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Figure 11: The average minimum acceptable leading digit count across the fve full number lengths. Grey annota-
tions show example input numbers (on the x-axis) and how they would be rounded based on the average 
minimum acceptable leading digit count (above or below each point on the plot). Error bars denote the magnitude of one 
standard error. 

Figure 12: Percentages of "Looks good" ratings across diferent full number lengths and contexts. 

minimum acceptable precision level increased linearly with the full 
number length. In other words, with larger given numbers, more 
leading digits were preferred for the highest acceptable rounding 
options. From comparing the two distribution groups in Figure 11 
and Figure 13, we noted that this linear pattern was not present in 
Survey 1, so the digit-based representation in Survey 2 appears to 
have an impact on people’s preferences for the minimum precision 
level. The implications of these format-dependent preferences are 
considerable. For ten-digit numbers, people preferred rounding to 
the nearest one million in one format (with digits only) and to the 
nearest 100 million in the other (with modifer terms). Using acres 
as an example, this is akin to the diference between measuring in 
units the size of Rhode Island and units the size of California. Upon 
inspection of the full distribution of ratings6, we observed that 
responses were centrally distributed in each group of full number 

6See the graph survey2_full_rating_distribution.png in the supplementary 
materials. 

length. For example, when the given number had seven digits, 
roughly one third of participants preferred a minimum of two 
leading digits, while a quarter preferred a minimum of three and 
15% preferred a minimum of four. 

Finally, we constructed mixed efect models to capture peo-
ple’s preferences for the minimum acceptable leading digit count. 
As the rating data points were not independent (each participant 
provided several ratings), we used the participants’ anonymized 
IDs as a random efect. In this setting, we examined two models: 
a baseline model M1 that only uses the random efect, and a full 
model M2 that also incorporates features of the rating task, namely 
the full number length and context factor: 

M1 : Minimum Acceptable Leading Digits 
∼ (1 | Participant ID), 

M2 : Minimum Acceptable Leading Digits 
∼ Full Length + Context + (1 | Participant ID). 
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Figure 13: The mean and standard error of the minimum acceptable leading digit count across the fve full number lengths. 
Grey annotations show example input numbers (on the x-axis) and what they would be rounded to at the average minimum 
acceptable number of leading digits (above or below each point on the plot). The blue line and ribbon show a model ft to all 
of the responses (model M2 described in the text), averaging over fxed efects (context) and random efects (participants). 

We evaluated these models using two metrics: the mean squared 
error (MSE) and R2, computed by the modelr [50] and MuMIn [7] 
packages in R. In addition, the p-values for the fxed efects were 
estimated with t-tests using the Satterthwaite approximations for 
degrees of freedom [42]. The baseline model M1 had an R2 of 50% 
and MSE of 1.52, while the full model M2 had an R2 of 59% and 
MSE of 1.24. The estimated fxed efects for M2 are included in 
Table 2, which shows that the full number length had a positive, 
statistically, and practically signifcant efect even within people, 
while the context was not a signifcant factor. The variance of 
the random efect Participant ID was 1.63. We therefore observed 
that, while individual preferences for rounding account for a good 
amount of the variance in responses, people generally prefer to see 
larger numbers rounded to more leading digits when the numbers 
are written out as digits only (without modifers like "millions" or 
"billions"). 

Table 2: Estimated model fxed efects for model M2. (*) indi-
cates signifcance at the α = .001 level. 

Efect Estimate Std Error t 95% CI 
Intercept 1.29 (*) 0.12 10.93 (1.06, 1.52)
Full Length 0.26 (*) 0.01 25.80 (0.24, 0.28)
Context: People -0.06 0.05 -1.20 (−0.16, 0.04)
Context: Size 0.02 0.05 0.39 (−0.08, 0.12) 

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
Our work tested for and identifed benefcial efects of presenting 
people with round numbers instead of precise ones. Readers of 
round numbers were considerably better at approximate recall 
and less likely to make large errors in what they recalled. They 
were likewise better at putting what they recalled to work: they 
performed more accurate calculations with the recalled numbers 
and arrived at better estimations. We also conducted two survey 

studies that uncovered clear and format-dependent preferences 
for how numbers should be rounded. The efect of the number 
format on preferences was considerable, with people preferring 
up to 100 times more precision in one format (having digits only) 
than in another (having modifer terms). In this section, we further 
discuss the fndings of our studies and how they can be leveraged 
to enhance consumption of digital content. 

6.1 Cognitive efects of round numbers 
In our frst study, we asked participants to read six focal numbers 
(either with full precision or rounded to one leading digit) em-
bedded in three news article snippets, then to recall and perform 
estimations based on these numbers. Our evaluation criterion was 
whether the participant’s response was within 10% of the precise 
numbers. We note that this criterion put participants in the Round 
condition at a disadvantage because they never got to see the pre-
cise numbers that they were evaluated against. Nevertheless, there 
was a large advantage in both recall and estimation accuracy for 
those who saw round numbers. In other words, we observed a trade-
of, by which presenting round (as opposed to precise) numbers 
results in some initial precision loss due to rounding, but leads to a 
much larger accuracy gain during subsequent recall and estimation 
with these numbers. Additionally, we found that those who saw 
round numbers took slightly less time on average to perform recall 
and estimation than their counterparts, which is also indicative of 
a gain in cognitive efciency. 

Our fnding is consistent with past research showing that people 
tend to work better with round numbers in various contexts, for 
example communicating clock times [45] or recalling the sums of 
accounting problems [33]. We have also shown that this efect is 
robust across diferent error margins used for evaluation: based 
on our secondary analysis (Figure 7), participants in the Round 
condition made fewer errors not only at the 10% margin, but across 
nearly all margins, including even the most extreme case (where 
the relative error exceeded 100%). Additionally, we have separated 
the efects of round numbers on recall and on calculation in our 
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evaluation of participants’ consistency. If round numbers had no 
efect on calculation ability, we would expect participants in both 
conditions to be equally good at using their recalled responses to 
calculate the estimation responses, that is, to have similar levels of 
recall-estimate consistency. Instead, our results again revealed that 
participants in the Round condition had higher consistency by a 
large margin. In other words, those who saw round numbers had 
more accurate estimates because they were better at both recall 
and calculation than those who saw precise numbers. 

6.2 Preferences for degrees of rounding 
While certain cognitive benefts of round numbers seem rather 
clear, it is not obvious that numbers should always be rounded. To 
elucidate this point, we conducted two survey studies that elicited 
preferences for when and by how much to round numbers. In 
particular, we asked participants to rate diferent rounding op-
tions for a given number in a particular context (e.g., a seven-digit 
number that denotes the diameter length of a celestial body), with 
a focus on the minimum acceptable precision level (operational-
ized as the count of leading digits). In Survey 1, we expressed the 
rounding options for large numbers using decimal values and mod-
ifer terms (e.g., "12.345 million"). In Survey 2, we replaced this 
format with writing out the full digits (e.g., "12,345,000"), while 
keeping all other aspects identical. Based on our results, while the 
minimum acceptable leading digit count remained at around two 
to three digits across all number magnitudes in Survey 1, it had a 
signifcant and positive association with the given number mag-
nitudes in Survey 2. These two patterns difered prominently on 
larger numbers – for ten-digit numbers, in particular, the average 
minimum acceptable leading digit count went from around two in 
Survey 1 to around four in Survey 2 (Figure 11 and Figure 13). 

Our frst conjecture regarding this distinction, which was the 
primary motivation for conducting Survey 2, is that the decimal 
expressions in Survey 1 led participants to tolerate more rounding 
than they normally would. People are likely used to seeing only one 
or two digits after a decimal point and may treat any subsequent 
digit as insignifcant. In this manner, they may also consider "1.2 
million" as an acceptable approximation of "1.234567 million," even 
though dropping the hundredth digit (3) implies dropping by more 
than 30,000 in value. In Survey 2, we would instead display this 
same rounding option as "1,200,000," which clearly shows fve digits 
being zeroed out. Our prediction was that this format would better 
convey how much precision is lost, and lead people to prefer more 
digits for their minimum precision level. Indeed, this interpretation 
is consistent with the results of Survey 2. 

The use of number separators "," and "." may also play a role in 
the contrast between the fndings of Survey 1 and 2. The comma 
separators can implicitly partition a number into smaller groups 
of digit (e.g., the commas in "1,234,567" partition it into three 
groups: "1", "234" and "567"), which may cause people to prefer 
either preserving or rounding all the digits in each group, due 
to aesthetic reasons. We see supporting evidence of this behav-
ior for some number magnitudes in Figure 13, where the average 
minimum acceptable leading digit count was about three for six-
digit numbers (e.g., "123,000") and four for ten-digit numbers (e.g., 
"1,234,000,000"). Conducting another follow-up experiment where 

the numbers are written out in full digits but without the comma 
separator would allow us to test this conjecture. We also note that 
the dot separator, which separates the integer portion from the 
decimal portion, did not yield similar efects. If people preferred 
rounding to integer when the dot separator was present, we would 
observe a high percentage of "Looks good" ratings at one leading 
digit when the given number had seven or ten digits; however, this 
was not the case in Figure 10. 

A third explanation is that people decided the minimum accept-
able leading digit count based on how much rounding error they 
could tolerate, rather than on the format of the number (e.g., with or 
without modifer terms). To guarantee at most 5% relative rounding 
error7, for example, one needs to preserve just the frst two leading 
digits of any number, regardless of its magnitude. On the other 
hand, to guarantee an upper bound on the absolute error8 of, say, 
50, one would need to preserve all but the rightmost two digits. 
If rounding error was indeed a factor of consideration, our linear 
model in Figure 13 and Table 2 would suggest that people’s prefer-
ences lie somewhere between these two strategies of rounding to 
bound relative error and rounding to bound absolute error. 

It is also worth pointing out that the fnal leading digit of a 
rounding option may infuence its ratings, given that, other than 
zero, fve is also a popular fnal digit in many contexts [27]. From 
a post hoc analysis of our data, we did not observe that rounding 
options ending in fve were more likely to be rated as "Looks good" 
than options ending in other digits9; however, a follow-up study 
that explicitly manipulates this factor may reveal stronger patterns. 

Additionally, our linear model confrmed that the context of the 
template sentence (money, people or size) did not signifcantly im-
pact how people rated the rounding options. While we expected that 
people may look for more precision in some contexts (e.g., money) 
than in others, it is possible that such an efect, if present, would 
require either making the context more prominent (e.g., through an 
entire paragraph rather than a single template sentence) or exam-
ining a wider range of contexts. An alternative explanation is that 
context should encompass not just the information domain, but 
also other aspects of the focal numbers, such as their measurement 
precision, origin and use cases. For instance, on the same domain 
of money, an article about housing price infation may need more 
precision than one that reports on a movie’s opening weekend rev-
enue, as the former number has more value in aiding the reader’s 
decision-making. Future studies that manipulate these diferent di-
mensions could better reveal the nuances around number rounding 
preferences and address the lack of number rounding heuristics in 
current literature. 

Finally, we note that our full model, which incorporated both 
the context and full number length, only achieved a minor improve-
ment in R2 and MSE, compared to a baseline model with solely 
the random efect Participant ID. In other words, people’s individ-
ual preferences still played a signifcant role in their ratings of 
acceptable degrees of rounding. 

original number − rounded number 7The relative rounding error is defned as .
original number 

8The absolute rounding error is defned as |original number − rounded number |. 
9See the graphs survey1_pct_looks_good_by_final_digit.png and 
survey2_pct_looks_good_by_final_digit.png in the supplementary materials. 
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6.3 Limitations and Future Work 
Taken together, the results of our experiment and surveys support 
the idea that less can be more when it comes to displaying numbers 
at diferent levels of precision. In particular, we found that readers 
stated preferences for suitably rounded numbers that balance read-
ability and precision. The randomized experiment we conducted 
also confrmed that this preference for rounded numbers is sensible, 
as it led to improved recall and estimation. These efects were not 
only consistent across the questions we studied but also sizeable, 
ranging from 20 to 40 percentage point gains in approximately 
correct answers. Nonetheless, there are a number of limitations 
which infuence the interpretation of our results and, at the same 
time, point towards avenues for future research in related topics. 

In our frst study, we examined only a handful of numbers in 
particular settings (six specifc news quotes), and looked at extremes 
in terms of precision (no trailing zeros versus only one leading digit). 
To make the results more representative, future work should have 
the news snippets sampled from a wider range of articles and treated 
as a random efect. In addition, there are certainly cases outside 
of our current "number in the news" scope where one would not 
want to round all the way to one leading digit (e.g., in a detailed 
budgeting or accounting scenario, or in a scientifc article being 
scrutinized by experts in the peer-review process). It is also likely 
that the cognitive benefts of rounding vary with the degree of 
rounding; for example, rounding a ten-digit number to fve leading 
digits may not yield a similar beneft as rounding a six-digit number 
to one leading digit, due to diminishing returns. Future research 
might investigate a wider range of scenarios in which rounding 
might (or might not) be appropriate, as well as the marginal benefts 
of rounding to greater or lesser extents. 

It would also be interesting to contrast the results of a such a 
study with the preferences for rounding that we uncovered in the 
two surveys conducted. For instance, is the degree of rounding 
that people prefer also the amount that would be optimal for the 
particular cognitive task at hand? If not, do people tend to prefer 
more or less rounding than the ideal amount? For instance, readers 
might say they want to see two or three leading digits, even though 
one leading digit might be optimal for approximate recall. 

With regard to our survey fndings, we uncovered relatively clear 
preferences for degrees of rounding; however, as mentioned above, 
our studies were not designed to reveal why people found various 
degrees of rounding acceptable or not. For instance, we currently 
cannot disentangle preferences based on absolute or relative ac-
curacy (e.g., numbers should be shown within 5% of their precise 
values) from those based on aesthetics (e.g., having too few or too 
many digits simply doesn’t look good to people). Additionally, in 
our surveys participants were frst shown the original precise num-
bers and then asked to rate diferent rounding options. However, 
we might obtain diferent results if the original numbers were not 
shown – in such a scenario, participants might be unaware of the 
measurement precision and therefore less inclined to rate the highly 
rounded options as acceptable [17]. Therefore, future work could 
employ think-aloud tactics or other cognitive task analyses [25] to 
better uncover details of the mechanisms at play. 

Towards promoting numeracy and enhancing numerical cogni-
tion, our research has demonstrated that using round numbers is 

an efective strategy when people engage in shallow processing of 
such numbers (i.e., read news articles that contain them). At the 
same time, prior work has reported that promoting deeper number 
processing, for example by employing perspective sentences [41] 
or decreasing presentation quality [44], can yield similar benefts. 
A natural next step is to examine how these two lines of strategy 
work in tandem, i.e., whether processing numbers deeply would 
complement or reduce the cognitive advantages of round numbers. 
More generally, identifying when and how each strategy can be 
most efective is a crucial component in the design of future tools 
for number comprehension assistance. 

Finally, we consolidated our fndings into an intelligent service 
for rounding numbers. Similar to the perspective engine by [41], this 
service can be embedded in a text editor or function as a browser 
plug-in, where its role is to suggest appropriate rounding strategies 
to enhance the user’s number comprehension. The service is able to 
automatically detect numbers suitable for rounding and to dynami-
cally select the best rounding strategy based on user preferences 
and the number magnitudes. The source code and demonstration 
of our service can be found at https://github.com/jhofman/round-
numbers-chi2022. 
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